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Assassin's Creed Origins is a hell of a lot of fun, but it's also huge. Let us help you help yourself. Dive into Assassin's Creed Origins? We've put together a stack of resources to help you make it through this huge lickety split game. Here you'll find guides to some of the more complex systems in Assassin's Creed Origins, which takes a
bigger RPG turn than ever. We add step-by-step guides for quests and puzzles that play in several regions. We've avoided spoilers whenever possible, but some pages are sure to include them. The act of research in Assassin's Creed Origins is one of its main draws, so perhaps miss any flag pages. Do you have questions about the
mysteries of Assassin's Creed Origins? Is there anything we didn't cover that you want to know? Send your queries. We're here for you. Assassin's Creed Origins Resources This page offers a complete explanation of Assassin's Creed Origins mining system and explains how to upgrade your weapons and equipment, including where to
find the rarest craft materials. Important. Some of the papyrus puzzles are really straight forward. Other... Not much. With this rundown, you'll zip back and forth across the map, filling boots with sparse and legendary gear, anytime. Sorry, but the skill tree in Assassin's Creed Origins is damn daunting. We run down some of our favorite
abilities to give you some idea of what the goal is for the first time you arrive at it clutching your ability points and blinking in confusion. Stargazing? It's easy and everyone can do it. Find 12 stone circles in desert maps, absolutely crowded with large dry sandy areas? Harder, harder. We're going to take you in the right direction. Silicon
hunting? Trying to finish a side quest, we won't talk about it for the reasons of history? Just want to check out some of the coolest places and content in Assassin's Creed Origins? Here's a handy list of where to find all the tombs. Enjoy raiding these uncharted areas if your jonesing for a more exotic lifestyle than that of your hometown in
Indiana. Uhh, so ... Obviously, the Great Sphinx is in Assassin's Creed Origins. That's all we're sure we can say right here without spoiler police coming down on us like a ton of polished and clothed stone designed for the tomb to stand for millennia. The coolest enemies in Assassin's Creed Origins also throw the best loot - funny how it
works, isn't it? The good news is that we have everything you need to know to deal with Phylakes when they start to sound their horns. Even tougher than Phylakes, the event exclusive Egyptian God Bosses in Assassin's Creed Origins will mess you up. Our Trials of the Gods: Anubis Step-by-Step Guide has everything you need to know
to defeat the great jackal softie. In fact, a little easier than the first trials of the events of the gods, the second battle of the deity in Assassin's Creed Origins is still a little intimidating. We'll talk you through by flushing the mighty Sobek in no no This quest dares to drop the marker card for one purpose and the boy howdy does, which leads to
some confusion. Read...? Read... Words? Follow the cardinal directions?? Not in 2017. We have Siri and Googs and GPS now. Just tell me where he is. Finally, below you'll find some general tips and tips for your first 20 hours or so with Assassin's Creed Origins.1: Don't worry to clear the points of interest until you've finished all the
quests in the center Subscribe to the VG247 newsletter Get all the best VG247 bits delivered to your inbox every Friday! Assassin's Creed Origins was really smartly built in this side of quests to take you through almost all the major points of interest around the center or region you find them in, for example, on the way from the starting
village of Siwa to the city of Alexandria, you pass through a deserted area where a couple of these teasing question marks can lure you off your path. Ignore them and stick to the road until you reach the Sekhmet Temple on Yuma just up the road, however, and you'll find a stack of side quests that take you through the bandit's nearby
hideouts - and even bring you straight to where you need to be to solve the local papyrus puzzles that are Assassin's Creed Origins' treasure hunt. By waiting for these issues of interest until you are ready to get back on the road, you save yourself a stack of rollbacks and repetitions, and it's very easy to soak up a few remaining bits and
beans without ever feeling like you're doing housework. 2: Senu is a huge help, so learning to use it properlyAfter how you reunite with the Seine, the Bayek eagle by clicking on the D-pad puts you in bird's-eye mode. From here you can fly around to check out landscapes, marking points of interest, and even a quick journey. That's pretty
cool. Keep the left trigger, however, and you go into hang-up mode. This makes it easier to scan the environment, and any villains or notable objects such as treasures, crossbows and signal beacons you look at while hovering will be highlighted in Bayek's field of view, even if they are on the other side of the walls or underground. The
direction indicator points you to objects that you may be interested in - white for common objects, gold for mission purposes. Move to it and there is a shrinking circle; the smaller and more focused it gets, the closer you are to a hidden object. Use this to hunt down treasures. Performing synchronization increases the perception of The
Seine, by the way, making it easier to scout villains and find objects. And you can also update Senu through the abilities of Skill Tree, either Hunter, Seer or Warrior.3: Dismantle blue and purple weapons and shieldsKaco discussed in our Assassin's Creed Origins weapons, equipment and upgrade guide, you need a stack of craft
materials to update all your stuff, and on Day is the easiest way to get them to dismantle unwanted gear. If you sell all your stuff, you will eventually come to the point where you want a better quiver or hidden hidden and must painstakingly pursue the guards of the convoys or fork out cash for the manufacture of materials at frankly inflated
prices. Avoid the whole situation in advance, creating a good stock. As long as you have one decent weapon to use at any given time, there is no point hanging on blue or purple stuff when new and better loot is always just around the corner. Just smash it and craft yourself a better hidden blade already. It's a shame you can't kill some
grunt one level above you.4: Don't underestimate the animals Crocodilla don't mess around. If you're good and safe on a rock they can't climb by all means just a shot in their head; they stupidly stand there roaring at you until they are almost dead. But if they can contact you? Oh, wow: make sure you're not out of your depth level wise.
They're going to fuck you. Lions don't mess with either. The point is not that one lion is such a big issue so much as that whenever you get one lion you almost always get about four more. If you don't have a spear at hand, you're in trouble. See also: hyenas. You know what you haven't connected to yet? Hippos. Responsible for more
tourist deaths each year than any other animal, according to our hazy memory for the minutiae of 1990s cereal boxes, these cuddly looking beasts are actually like nothing better than smearing you into jam. No thanks!! Go around.5: Unlocked fast travel points are marked by the green dotMost user interface in Assassin's Creed Origins
perfectly straight forward, but there's a botched overlap. After discovering the location, it appears as a dark icon on the map, but once you clear the extra targets there, it's gray out. Seems reasonable, doesn't it? But for some reason, when the place in question is the point of synchronization (fast travel), it's graying until you sync, not
afterwards. Fortunately, the green dot at the top of the icon indicates how the synchronization is completed and the overall rapid location of the journey as a city center, so you can make sure that you actually visited all the perches in the center before wandering away and finding you can't travel quickly back.6: Fire is your friend, except
when it's not you can do some really smart things with the Assassin's Origin fire. Grass, wood and many structures will burn, and small boats are especially beautiful - not to mention the fact that you can set fire to enemies. You can also use fire to open wooden barricades and ceiling areas. The easiest way to get the flame going is to aim
(but don't draw) the bow and dip the tip of the arrow into the fire. Most camps, forts and cities have camp fires you can use, but you can also do it on an oil lamp on the mast of the boat, or pull out and then drop the torch and use it (for better results, drop it on a low ledge, so it's easier arrow up to him.) Keep in mind: you are also
flammable, and the fire eats through Bayek's health very quickly. At higher levels with a revamped breastplate you can survive if you mash the Dodge key, but overall you want to get Water, fast.7: Don't waste the drachma on outfits and fixing All Hub is home to a weaver and stable, ready to sell you generic and rare outfits and fastenings.
Oh boy! The fact is, however: none of them do anything. The descriptions say things like won't attract attention and runs like arrows, but in fact, they're all exactly the same. Buying them is just a waste of your precious drachmae that you have to stash for the endgame. You get new fastenings and outfits in sidequests, anyway. Speaking of
saving money: you really don't need to buy guns, either. Save all your cash to upgrade the legendary weapons and shields when they are not aligned enough for the current task.8: Your mountain does not understand the restricted zones of Assassin's Creed Origins has an excellent travel system where your mountain can be installed to
run on the road automatically, and with further buttons to go to your quest or custom marker. As well as making it easier to fight while set, since you don't have to manage, it's fantastic when you've gone out of your way in vain (see tip #1 above, ahem) and a long journey back because you can admire the scenery at your leisure and it's
amazing. Unfortunately, your mountain animal has no respect for human laws, and will work right through forts and gang camps. Check the map and don't tune in to make you in more trouble than you expected. Sometimes we include links to online retailers. If you click on one and make a purchase we can get a small commission. For
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